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Apple Logic Pro X è un potentissimo programma di produzione musicale, che appartiene alla categoria delle DAW –
Digital Audio Workstation. È tra i software più usati nel campo della preproduzione e produzione musicale a tutti i livelli,
dall’amatoriale al professionale, grazie anche a un prezzo particolarmente conveniente rispetto a prodotti simili. Lo
scopo di questo libro è consentire a tutti i musicisti, dagli hobbisti ai professionisti, di apprendere con il minimo sforzo
l’utilizzo di Logic Pro X. Il volume, aggiornato alla versione 10.2.4 del software, segue un approccio pratico in cui, per
ciascun argomento, vi è una prima parte “teorica”, dove si illustrano le nozioni essenziali, e una seconda parte pratica,
basata su esempi e tutorial, con tutti i progetti e le risorse necessarie liberamente scaricabili dal Web. In base
all’esperienza dell’autore, che tiene abitualmente corsi sull’argomento, tale sistema di apprendimento è risultato il più
efficace, rapido e divertente, in quanto spinge il musicista a confrontarsi con progetti reali permettendogli di apprendere
sperimentando.
Das Sinnbild "Diabolisches Spiel mit den Zeitmaschinen" spiegelt eine Sicht auf den Musikeffekt "Delay" und seine
wechselseitige Beziehung zwischen Technik, Musikproduktion und Rezeption wider. Der durch die beabsichtigte
Verzögerung eines akustischen Signals erzeugte und häufig als "Echo" beschriebene Effekt kann nicht nur als
echoähnliche Verzögerung, sondern auch in anderen Weisen eingesetzt und vernommen werden. Dies zeigt die DubMusik, in der das Delay von der ersten Stunde bis in seine gegenwärtige Ausprägung zum Stilmerkmal wurde. Lee
"Scratch" Perry ist Zeitzeuge und Exponent dieser Entwicklung. Sein Schaffen bildet den geeigneten Anlass, den
Zeitgeist des Delay und seine Wahrnehmung als psychoakustischen Effekt zu erforschen. Damit führt dieses Buch von
einer allgemeinen Beschreibung und Neuverortung des Delays in den prominenten Verwendungskontext der Dub-Musik
und die Erkundung eines vielschichtigen Bezugskosmos aus Natur, Technik, Religion, Okkultismus und (Musik-)Kultur.
You held off on moving to Mac OS X until your bread-and-butter applications made the jump, and now you're thinking of
moving up to Tiger. This book is especially geared toward designers who've become comfortable working under Mac OS
X and are ready now to make the Tiger transition. Designer and prepress pro Jeff Gamet focuses on the Mac OS X Tiger
features that matter most to illustrators, designers, and other graphic professionals. He explains not only how things work
in Mac OS X Tiger, but how Tiger enables users to work efficiently and effectively. In chapters devoted to fonts, printing,
PDF, color management, networking, the Mac's built-in design tools, and much more, readers will learn how to: * Solve
the nitty-gritty issues designers confront daily * Improve production workflow and avoid common problems * Optimize,
maintain, and secure your network, whether you work in a complex office environment or a small graphics studio
The Oxford Handbook of Music and Advertising is an essential guide to the crucial role that music plays in relation to the
audio or audiovisual advertising message, from the perspectives of its creation, interpretation, and reception. The book's
unique three-part organization reflects this life cycle of an advertisement, from industry inception to mass-mediated text
to consumer behaviour. Experts well versed in the practice, analysis, and empirical studies of the commercial message
have contributed to the collection's forty-two chapters, which collectively represent the most ambitious and
comprehensive attempt to date to address the important intersections of music and advertising. Handbook chapters are
self-contained yet share borders with other contributions within a given section and across the major sections of the
book, so readers can either study one topic of particular interest or read through to gain an understanding of the broader
issues at stake. Within the book's Introduction, each editor has provided an overview of the unifying themes for the
section for which they were responsible, with brief summaries of individual contributions at the beginnings of the sections.
The lists of recommended readings at the end of chapters are intended to assist readers in finding further literature about
the topic. An overview of industry practices by a music insider is provided in the Appendix, giving context for the three
parts of the book.
Musik aufnehmen, arrangieren, mischen, produzieren und ihr den letzten Schliff geben: Das lernen Sie in dieser von
Apple zertifizierten Anleitung für Logic Pro X. Der erfahrene Musikproduzent und Komponist David Nahmani zeigt Ihnen
anhand von schrittweisen Anleitungen, praxisgerechten Projekten und unkomplizierten Erklärungen alles, was Sie wissen
müssen - von den Grundlagen bis zu anspruchsvollen Produktionstechniken. Schon in der ersten Lektion machen Sie mit
Logic Pro X und den als Download erhältlichen Lektionsdateien Musik. Ausgehend davon lernen Sie, Audio- und MIDIDaten aufzunehmen, Sequenzen zu erstellen, zu bearbeiten und Misch- und Automatisierungstechniken wie die
Teilmischung mithilfe von Spurstapeln zu meistern. Sie erstellen eine virtuelle Schlagzeugeinspielung mit neuen
Funktionen wie Drummer-Spuren und dem Drum Kit Designer und setzen die neuen MIDI-Effekte und Smart Controls
von Logic Pro X ein, um Software-Synthesizer von einem MIDI-Controller oder einem iPad aus zu steuern. Um Ihren
Tonkunstwerken den letzten Schliff zu geben, stehen Ihnen Funktionen zur digitalen Signalverarbeitung zur Verfügung.
Die Reihe Apple Pro Training Series dient zum Selbststudium und enthält offizielle Lehrinhalte des Trainings- und
Zertifizierungsprogramms von Apple. Wenn Sie das Lehrgangsmaterial in diesem Buch durchgearbeitet haben, können
Sie sich von Apple zertifizieren lassen, indem Sie eine Prüfung in einem autorisierten Apple-Trainingscenter ablegen. Wo
sich die nächste Einrichtung dieser Art befindet, erfahren Sie auf training.apple.com.
Provides information on troubleshooting and optimizing Mac OS X 10.4, covering such topics as file systems, application
environments, command-line interface, networking, printing, and startup.
The hundreds of tips and tricks included in this guide describe how to perform standard studio techniques such as drum
editing and replacement and parallel compression as well as tips to improve workflow.
The Essential Guide to Game Audio: The Theory and Practice of Sound for Games is a first of its kind textbook and musthave reference guide for everything you ever wanted to know about sound for games. This book provides a basic
overview of game audio, how it has developed over time, and how you can make a career in this industry. Each chapter
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gives you the background and context you will need to understand the unique workflow associated with interactive media.
The practical, easy to understand interactive examples provide hands-on experience applying the concepts in real world
situations.
Apple Logic Pro X è un potentissimo programma di produzione musicale, che appartiene alla categoria delle DAW – Digital Audio
Workstation. È tra i software più usati nel campo della preproduzione e produzione musicale a tutti i livelli, dall’amatoriale al professionale,
grazie anche a un prezzo particolarmente ridotto rispetto a prodotti simili. Lo scopo di questo libro è consentire a tutti i musicisti, dagli hobbisti
ai professionisti, di apprendere con il minimo sforzo l’utilizzo di Logic Pro, comprese le nuove funzioni più significative introdotte con la
versione 10. Il volume segue un approccio pratico in cui, per ciascun argomento, vi è una prima parte “teorica”, dove si illustrano le nozioni
essenziali, e una seconda parte pratica, basata su esempi e tutorial, con tutti i progetti e le risorse necessarie liberamente scaricabili dal
Web. In base all’esperienza dell’autore, che tiene abitualmente corsi sull’argomento, tale sistema di apprendimento è risultato il più
efficace, rapido e divertente, in quanto spinge il musicista a confrontarsi con progetti reali permettendogli di apprendere sperimentando.
If you are an audio professional needing a complete reference to the complex world of plug-ins and virtual instruments, look no further. Mike
Collins, author of Pro Tools for Music Production, has meticulously surveyed the scene, showing what's available and how they integrate into
the various host platforms. The book explains the differences between TDM, RTS, MAS and VST plug-ins, how they can be used with
different MIDI + Audio programs and shows the range of options available. It also explains virtual instruments and how these can be used as
either plug-ins or stand alone products. A must for every recording studio. The book combines explanations, overviews and key concepts with
practical considerations and hands-on examples. The reader will gain a broad understanding of the options available, how they work and the
possibilities for integration with systems as well as the end result. The book also includes a section on how to write your own plug-ins and a
suggested standard plug-ins portfolio for those wanting to get started quickly.
In this Apple-certified guide, author David Dvorin demonstrates the powerful advanced features in Logic Pro X. Starting with advanced setup,
he teaches you invaluable real-world techniques for music production and editing, mixing, notation and scoring to picture with Logic. Along
the way, he shares numerous professional secrets for streamlining production workflows and constructing a mix to meet the most exacting
standards. Experienced Logic users and newcomers alike will find invaluable methods for manipulating tempo and pitch, fine-tuning audio
and MIDI tracks, processing MIDI data, managing signal flow, assigning physical controllers, and getting the most out of Logic's revolutionary
software instruments. Focused lessons with downloadable files take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects.
Whether trying to land that first big gig or working to perfect the necessary skills to fill a game world with sound, Aaron Marks’ Complete
Guide to Game Audio 3rd edition will teach the reader everything they need to know about the audio side of the multi-million dollar video
game industry. This book builds upon the success of the second edition with even more expert advice from masters in the field and notes
current changes within the growing video game industry. The tools of the trade excerpts will showcase what professionals, like Marty
O’Donnell, Richard Jacques and Tom Salta, use to create their work and to help newcomers in the field prepare their own sound studios.
Sample contracts are reviewed within the text as well as helpful advice about contractual terms and negotiable points. These sample
contracts can also be found as a downloadable zip for the reader’s convenience. Aaron Marks also explores how to set your financial terms
and network efficiently along with examples of how projects can go completely awry and achieving the best results in often complicated
situations. Aaron Marks’ Complete Guide to Game Audio serves as the ultimate survival guide to navigating an audio career in the video
game industry. Key Features New, full color edition with a complete update of information. Added and expanded coverage of field recording
for games, creating voiceovers, adaptive and interactive audio and other cutting edge sound creation and implementation techniques used
within games. Update/Replacement of interviews. Include interviews/features on international game audio professionals New and expanded
interview features from game composers and sound designers of every experience level such as Keith Arem, Bradley Meyer, Christopher Tin
and Rodney Gates including many international professionals like Pasi Pitkanen, Henning Nugel and Christos Panayides. Expanded and
updated game console coverage of the Wii, Wii U, Xbox 360, Xbox One, PS3 and PS4. Includes new scripting and middleware concepts and
techniques and review of powerful tools such as FMOD and Wwise.
Learn to Produce Music Like a Pro and Take Your Music To a Whole New Level Do you love producing music? Do you know what it takes to
go from being a bedroom producer to a successful hit maker? If you believe you have what it takes then keep reading and let's create a
masterpiece! With all the music production advice out there, it can be very easy to get overwhelmed. You may get a vague idea of the
general topic, but you're more likely to be confused and you definitely won't have any workable knowledge. Well, the good news is this book
changes that. Designed to take the complex world of music production, and explain it in simple terms. If you are a home based musician then
this is a must have for making your music sound professional. For the pros and semi-pros out there, this is a great book for understanding
what good music production entails. You can apply this knowledge to any genre of music and your music will sound balanced, clean,
professionally mixed. The barrier to entry for making music is practically non-existent these days. That's why success can only come from
you and not the equipment you use. While knowing how to use your tools is important, it's about the drive within that will take you to the next
level. In this book you will discover Produce a Track from Scratch Professional Singer Songwriter Secrets Revealed Learn about EQ,
Compressor, Reverb, Delay, Sidechain and More Create Chord Progressions and Catchy Melodies How to Finish Your Ideas The Single Best
Piece of Mixing Advice Ever Production Mistakes and How to Avoid Them Mastering and Finalizing Explained Sound Design Like a Boss The
Mindset to Making More Music Learn a Proven Step By Step Mixing Process The Fundamentals You Need to Succeed And Much, Much
More… So if you've ever wanted a single book that gives you all the knowledge to being a successful Music Producer, then click add to cart
A Guide to Screenwriting Success, Second Edition provides a comprehensive overview of writing—and rewriting—a screenplay or teleplay and
writing for digital content. Duncan's handy book teaches new screenwriters the process of creating a professional screenplay from beginning
to end. It shows that inspiration, creativity, and good writing are not elusive concepts but attainable goals that any motivated person can
aspire to. Duncan includes sections on all aspects of screenwriting—from character development to story templates—and breaks down the
three acts of a screenplay into manageable pieces. A Guide to Screenwriting Success contains dozens of exercises to help writers through
these steps. The second half of Duncan's practical book covers another, often overlooked, side of screenwriting—the teleplay. Aspiring writers
who also want to try their hand at writing for television will need to learn the specifics of the field. The book breaks down this area into two
parts, the one-hour teleplay and the situation comedy. There is a section on writing and producing digital content that embraces the “Do It
Yourself” attitude to approaching a career in the entertainment industry. Success in screenwriting is no longer a dream but an achievable
goal for those who pick up Duncan's guide.
Creating Sounds from Scratch is a practical, in-depth resource on the most common forms of music synthesis. It includes historical context,
an overview of concepts in sound and hearing, and practical training examples to help sound designers and electronic music producers
effectively manipulate presets and create new sounds. The book covers the all of the main synthesis techniques including analog subtractive,
FM, additive, physical modeling, wavetable, sample-based, and granular. While the book is grounded in theory, it relies on practical examples
and contemporary production techniques show the reader how to utilize electronic sound design to maximize and improve his or her work.
Creating Sounds from Scratch is ideal for all who work in sound creation, composition, editing, and contemporary commercial production.
Turn your musical passion into a profitable career with this essential guide to the business and technical skills you need to succeed in the
multi-billion dollar games industry. Step-by-step instructions lead you through the entire music and sound effects process - from developing
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the essential skills and purchasing the right equipment to keeping your clients happy. Learn everything you need to: Find the jobs. Identify
your niche, implement a business and marketing plan that includes a great demo reel, and plug into the established network to find clients.
Make the deals. Make the bidding and contract process work for you by knowing the standard industry terminology, understanding how to set
fees, and employing non-confrontational negotiating tactics to reach sound agreements that establish acceptable boundaries for change
orders, reworks, payment options, and other essentials. Create music and sound effects for games. Master the exacting specifications for
composing music and creating sound effects on the various gaming platforms and systems. The companion DVD features audio and
cinematic examples, demos of useful sound editing and sequencing programs, and sample business contracts.
LOGIC PRO X POWER!: THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE is an all-new edition of the leading reference to Apple Inc.'s flagship software for
computer music production, Logic Pro X. The most complete guide to Logic Pro X available, LOGIC PRO X POWER! covers the software's
feature and operations and includes a wealth of tips and tricks, workflow concepts, and more. No matter where you are on the spectrum of
Logic expertise, this is the book for you. If you're a beginner, you will benefit from the clear, step-by-step introductions to everything Logic Pro
X can do. More advanced users will find LOGIC PRO X POWER! an indispensable reference-the go-to resource covering all of Logic's
features and functions. Build your Logic Pro expertise with LOGIC PRO X POWER!: THE COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE.
Please note: Updates for Logic Pro v10.2 can be found at www.peachpit.com/apts.logicprox101 on the Updates tab. Completely revised and
updated for Logic Pro v10.2, this Apple-certified guide shows you how to record, produce, and make music files that stand out with the Apple
professional audio software. Veteran music producer David Nahmani’s step-by-step instructions teach you everything from basic music
creation to professional production techniques using Logic’s software synthesizers, samplers, and digital signal processors. You’ll learn
about all of the key features in Logic Pro v10.2 and use the book’s online files to begin making music from the very first lesson. Whether
you’re looking to use your computer as a digital recording studio, create musical compositions, or transfer that song in your head into music
you can share, this comprehensive book will show you how.
Everything You Need To Know About Making Music In One Place! Not so long ago, studio quality recording, mixing and music production
was only available to the rich and famous artists. However these days it's now possible to produce professional sounding music from your
own home. In fact, you don't even need to know how to play an instrument or know anything about the technology or need expensive
equipment. All you need is a decent computer + inspiration and this book will show you the rest. If you are a first timer, this book will lead you
in the right direction in the least amount of time. Or if you have some experience you will definitely incorporate some new insights into how to
produce your best music. Here is just a tiny fraction of what you will discover: Best Music Production Software to Start Learning in 2020
Achieve Release Quality Mixes On a Budget How to Write Chords, Drum Beats, Basslines, Melodies and More Common Beginner Music
Production Mistakes + How to Avoid or Fix Them Essential Home Recording Studio Equipment For Under $500 Music Theory Explained Without Needing To Study a Course Creative Hacks To Get You Inspired Right Away Step by Step Guide To Mix + Master Your Music - Even
If Your Not a Technical Person DON'T Do Remixes or Edits Before Reading This! How Collaboration in Music Opens Doors Proven
Guidelines on How to Get your Music Signed And much, much more.. Stop wasting your time on forums, YouTube and asking the same old
questions because everything you need to know is in this book. Be the music producer you've always wanted to be and make your best
music with This Book
"Logic Pro X - How it Works" from the GEM series (Graphically Enhanced Manuals) explains Apple's popular music production application
"Logic Pro" with rich illustrations and diagrams that are not found in any other manual. This 362 pages letter size book presents this software
application in great detail with that easy to understand, visual approach.- What are Graphically Enhanced Manuals (GEM)? They're a new
type of manual with a visual approach that helps you UNDERSTAND a program, not just LEARN it. No need to read through 500 of pages of
dry text explanations. Rich graphics and diagrams help you to get that "aha" effect and make it easy to comprehend difficult concepts. The
Graphically Enhanced Manuals help you master a program much faster with a much deeper understanding of concepts, features and
workflows in a very intuitive way that is easy to understand.
Want to create great recordings with Logic Pro X but don't know where to begin? This guide shows you how to create projects, record and
edit live audio and MIDI tracks, work with effects, and much more!
Spend less time learning and more time recording Logic Pro X offers Mac users the tools and power they need to create recordings ready to
share with the world. This book provides the know-how for navigating the interface, tweaking the settings, picking the sounds, and all the
other tech tasks that get in the way of capturing the perfect take. Written by a Logic Pro X trainer who’s used the software to further his own
music career, Logic Pro X For Dummies cuts back on the time needed to learn the software and allows for more time making amazing
recordings. Record live sound sources or built-in virtual instruments Arrange your tracks to edit, mix, and master Discover tips to speed the
process and record on an iPad Make sense of the latest software updates A favorite among Logic Pro X beginners, this book is updated to
reflect the ongoing changes added to enhance Logic Pro X’s recording power.
In this Apple-authorized guide, award-winning writer, producer, and director offers a self-paced, step-by-step approach to Compressor 3.
Whether you're distributing dailies, authoring a DVD, or prepping video clips for the Web, Compressor is essential for creating quality digital
content. Author Brian Gary teaches you real-world techniques for audio and video compression, batch-encoding, test-clip workflows,
exporting podcasts, and more. The guide also provides a great summary of what's new in Compressor 3 including Blu-Ray Disc and DVD
Burning; new batch templates; auto detect settings, and more.
This essential guide to GarageBand on iPad and iOS devices is your foundation for learning music production in the classroom. Written by
Dr. Floyd Richmond, noted iPad music expert and the president of TI:ME (Technology Institute for Music Educators), Learning Music with
GarageBand on the iPad provides instant insight and wisdom through Dr. Richmond's many years of experience. With this book, students will
be able to create music on a higher level than ever before regardless of the depth of their previous musical training. Included are over 20GBs
of supporting downloadable materials to make any learning experience a success. Recording * Record digital audio * Record MIDI and virtual
instruments * Record wherever your iOS device goes Performing with Smart Instruments * Perform in numerous styles for each instrument
(keys, guitar, bass, percussion) * Perform with authentic musical gestures (keyboard arpeggiator, string articulations) * Perform chords of
your choosing Teaching and Learning * Create iPad ensembles * Perform solos with included accompaniments * Create loop-based
compositions

This in-depth guide, now in its third edition, takes readers through every separate Reason device. In addition, all the devices and
changes introduced with the V3 update are covered, including the new Remote technology and enhanced browser and workflow
improvements.
Apple Logic Pro XGuida all'usoLSWR
This book is a thoroughly updated edition of this popular guide to Apple Inc.'s flagship software for computer music production,
Logic Pro X. All the issues and questions you're likely to encounter while making music with Logic are covered simply and
thoroughly. In addition, you'll learn why Logic works the way it does--so instead of just reproducing steps mechanically, you'll
understand what you're doing, leading you to true expertise and creativity with Logic Pro X. If you're a beginner, you will benefit
from the clear, step-by-step introductions to what Logic Pro X can do. More advanced users will find LOGIC PRO X POWER! an
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indispensable reference--the go-to resource covering all of the software's features and functions. -Record, arrange, mix, produce, and polish your audio files with this best-selling, Apple-certified guide to Logic Pro X 10.4. Veteran
producer and composer David Nahmani uses step-bystep, project-based instructions and straightforward explanations to teach
everything from basic music creation to sophisticated production techniques. Using the book's downloadable lesson files and Logic
Pro X, you'll begin making music in the first lesson. From there, learn to record audio and MIDI data, create and edit sequences,
and master mixing and automation techniques such as submixing with track stacks. Create both acoustic and electronic virtual
drum performances using Drummer tracks with Drum Kit Designer and Drum Machine Designer. Use Logic Pro X MIDI FX and
Smart Controls to control software synthesizers from a MIDI controller or an iPad. Harness the power of Smart Tempo to make
sure all recordings, imported audio files, and samples play in time. Flex Time allows you to precisely edit the timing of notes inside
an audio recording, and you'll explore Flex Pitch to correct the pitch of a vocal recording. Finally, you mix, automate, and master
the song, using plug-ins to process only selected sections or entire tracks, giving your audio creations the final polish needed to
achieve a professional sound. Downloadable lesson and media files allow you to perform the hands-on exercises. Focused
lessons take you step by step through practical, real-world tasks. Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side
Ample illustrations help you master techniques fast. Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time. Chapter review
questions summarize what you've learned and help you prepare for the Apple certification exam.
Logic Pro is a powerful digital audio workstation that comes with all the software tools you need to create great-sounding music.
This practical guide helps you understand what Logic Pro can do and how to approach accomplishing your musical tasks through
expert guidance and years of experience distilled into the best practices.
A practical guide that takes you from understanding the fundamentals of Logic Pro X to discovering professional music creation
techniques with an easy-to-follow approach Key Features Explore the world of music production by getting up to speed with Logic
Pro X Understand the fundamentals of music production such as recording, editing, and adding effects to music Learn to produce
virtual sounds and music effects to enhance your music and create a final master from a raw music file Book Description Logic Pro
X is Apple's flagship application for music creation, found in many professional music studios across the globe. It is a powerful
digital audio workstation that comes with all the software tools that you need to create music that sounds great. In the latest
version, Logic Pro X 10.5, Apple has added impressive features to what was already a full package of tools, loops, FX plug-ins,
and software instruments. Providing a comprehensive introduction if you're new to Mac computer music creation, this practical
guide will show you how to use Logic Pro X and have you up to speed in no time. You'll not only understand what Apple's Logic
Pro X software can do but also get hands-on with using it to accomplish various musical tasks. The book starts by getting you up
and running with the basic terminologies. As you progress, you'll explore how to create audio and MIDI musical parts. To build on
your knowledge further, the book will guide you through developing an automated mix. In addition to this, you'll learn how to
bounce mixes and audio files for distribution. By the end of this book, you'll be well-versed with Logic Pro X and have the skills you
need to create professional-quality music. What you will learn Get to grips with Audio and MIDI and how they are different, along
with covering Apple Loops Record and edit audio, such as your voice or guitar Create and edit MIDI parts, using Logic Pro X's
software instruments Develop realistic drums and electronic drums with Logic Pro X 10.5's amazing Drummer Explore the new
Step Sequencer, Live Loops, and Quick Sampler that are now included with version 10.5 Edit your arrangement and prepare the
parts for mixing Discover the principles of good mixing, including automation, pre-mastering, and final bouncing Who this book is
for This book is for musicians, songwriters, and music producers who want to learn Logic Pro X from scratch with the help of
expert guidance. A basic understanding of music theories such as chords and notes is highly recommended before you get
started. This Logic Pro X book also assumes that you'll be working on a Mac.
In this Apple-authorized guide, director and filmmaker Michael Wohl teaches the advanced skills that editing professionals need to
know most. Using professional broadcast, documentary, and dramatic footage, Wohl delivers a comprehensive course in video
editing and finishing. Readers will learn how to create polished transitions, fix screen direction errors, edit multi-camera projects,
work with nested sequences, create fantastic effects, use filters creatively, and composite like a pro. Also covers advanced
workflows for managing clips and media, and working with film. DVD-ROM includes lesson and media files Focused lessons take
you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side Ample
illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time
Chapter review questions summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the Apple Certified Pro Exam All of Peachpit's
eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the
media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last page of the
book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany
this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your device,
it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
Updated and authorized guide to Apple's industry leading music creation software: Logic Pro and Logic Express.
A guide to Final Cut Pro 5 discusses the basics of video editing, along with instructions on advanced techniques, covering such
topics as marking and editing clips, inserting and adjusting edits, and creating transitions.
Musik aufnehmen, arrangieren, mischen, produzieren und ihr den letzten Schliff geben: Das lernen Sie in dieser von Apple
zertifizierten Anleitung für Logic Pro X. Der erfahrene Musikproduzent und Komponist David Nahmani zeigt Ihnen anhand von
schrittweisen Anleitungen, praxisgerechten Projekten und unkomplizierten Erklärungen alles, was Sie wissen müssen – von den
Grundlagen bis zu anspruchsvollen Produktionstechniken. Schon in der ersten Lektion machen Sie mit Logic Pro X und den als
Download erhältlichen Lektionsdateien Musik. Ausgehend davon lernen Sie, Audio- und MIDI-Daten aufzunehmen, Sequenzen zu
erstellen, zu bearbeiten sowie Misch- und Automatisierungstechniken zu meistern. Sie erstellen sowohl akustische als auch
virtuelle Schlagzeugeinspielungen mit Funktionen wie Drummer-Spuren und dem Drum Kit Designer. Lektions- und Mediendateien
zur Bearbeitung der praktischen Übungen stehen als Download bereit (in englischer Sprache). Die einzelnen Lektionen sind
jeweils sorgfältig auf praktische Aufgaben zugeschnitten. Wiederholungsfragen fassen den Lernstoff zusammen und helfen Ihnen,
sich für die Zertifizierungsprüfung zu Logic Pro X vorzubereiten. Die Reihe Apple Pro Training Series dient zum Selbststudium und
enthält offizielle Lehrinhalte des Trainings- und Zertifizierungsprogramms von Apple. Wenn Sie das Lehrgangsmaterial in diesem
Buch durchgearbeitet haben, können Sie Apple Certified werden, indem Sie eine Prüfung bei einem autorisierten Apple Training
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Provider ablegen. Wo sich die nächste Einrichtung dieser Art befindet, erfahren Sie auf training.apple.com.
Completely revised and updated for Logic Pro X, this Apple-certified guide shows you how to record, produce, and polish music
files with Apple’s professional audio software. Veteran music producer David Nahmani’s step-by-step, instructions teach you
everything from basic music creation to advanced production techniques using Logic’s software synthesizers, samplers, and
digital signal processors. Learn about all of the key features in Logic Pro X including Flex Pitch, Drummer, Drum Kit Designer,
Track Stacks, MIDI Effects, and more. Using the book’s online files and Logic Pro X, you’ll begin making music in the first lesson.
Whether you’re looking to use your computer as a digital recording studio, create musical compositions, or transfer that song in
your head into music you can share, this comprehensive book will show you how. Lesson and media files available online Focused
lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your
side Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan
your time Chapter review questions summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the Apple Certifi ed Pro Exam
With this new release of Final Cut Pro, Apple has completely re-engineered its popular film and video editing software to include
an incredible lineup of features intended to close the gap between the prosumers and the pros. Following right in step, this Visual
QuickStart Guide has been completely revised to address all the new features as well as the new paradigm of editing that Apple
has put forward. An undisputed master of the digital video medium, Lisa Brenneis once again demystifies the complexities of the
program and she is joined this time by the Final Cut Pro guru Michael Wohl to provide a clear, straightforward guide to Final Cut
Pro X. Tasked-based, step-by-step instructions and loads of visuals and time-saving tips make it so professionals and newcomers
alike can quickly find and learn tasks specific to their needs, benefiting from the award-winning Visual QuickStart style. Topics
covered include essential editing tasks and media-management strategies, transitions, effects and filters, rendering options, and
much more. It includes coverage of all the new features such as the new dynamic interface, Magnetic Timeline, Clip Connections,
Auditions, Content Auto-Analysis, Range-Based Keywords, and much more. Now in four-color, this must-have reference also
includes several free downloadable videos from the publisher’s site.
Understand the do's and don'ts of podcasting Produce unique content that attracts listeners Build a studio that rivals pro
podcasters How to talk your way to the top As more and more people turn to podcasts for entertainment, information, and
education, the market for new players has never been bigger—or more competitive. And with corporations and A-list celebs moving
in on the action, it's more important than ever to know how to stand out from the crowd. Written by two podcasting veterans, this
book gives you everything you need to launch a podcast. Get the insider info on how to produce quality audio (and even video),
keep your content fresh, find your voice, and build an audience. Inside... Building your podcasting studio Developing your podcast
theme Conducting great interviews Recording and editing episodes Distributing your podcast Adding sponsorships Expanding your
podcast consumption
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